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WEATHER
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Today:Mostly Cloudy
High 38. Low 26
Saturday: Partly Cloudy
High 47, Low 24
Sunday: Partly Cloudy
High 39, Low 27
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Candid~tes
BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT

Candidates battled over the
best strategies in solving student issues, bringing money
to the University, and keeping
students infonned Wednesday
night at the first General
Elections Speak Oiit.
Under the platform "Back to
the Basics," Howard University
Sh1dent Association running
mates Tahman Bradley and
Erin Ferguson vowed to "make
noise" about studen~problems.
"[Oul'. vision] is a HUSA
whereby your concerns are
brought to us, and we use our
resources to solve· them," said
Bradley, a junior broadcast journalism major who is running
for HUSA president. "We're to
function. Not just saying we're
going to evaluate University
services. We're going to publish
how awful these services are."
Running mates Byron
Stewart and April Harley,
standing on the platform
"Innovation," feel that making
noise is not enough.
"When I was a child and I
wanted a cookie or something
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Debate Solution Strategies

nify the issues," Hyman said.
Kofie said that she would
implement the "Howard
J.,egacy Tour" to introduce
freshmen to three historical
buildings, Founders Library,
Andrew Rankin Memorial
Chapel, and Howard Hall, as
well as give them a chance to
meet her.
Aidoo said her unique
quality was the idea to introduce quarterly think-tanks,
where students would gather
and discuss issues they are
having as students.
"There's no way to communicate student issues to
the board if I don't con1municate with you," she said.
After the moderatored
Ah·edo Ale.xander· Staff Photographer
portion of the Speak Out,
HUSA and Undergraduate Trustee candidates battled over
the candidates were given a
whose strategies had the potential to be most effective.
chance to ask their opponents
a question about their platout of the fridge, I made noise," Trustee candidates, Brooke
Stewart said, a junior broad- Hyman, Precious Kofie, and forms . Bradley and Ferguson
cast journalism n1ajor who is Asso Aidoo, have similar plat- asked Stewart and Harley if
also running for HUSA presi- forms, and were asked how they thought it was logical to
dent. "I ran to my mother yell- each differed from the others. enforce that HUSA raise funds
ing, 'I want that cookie.' But it Hyman argued that her experi- if the administration's job is
was when I came to my parents ence as the HUSA director of to raise money for Campaign
for Howard. Stewart insisted
[calmly] with a solution that I policy gives her a leg up.
got what I wanted."
"I have the ability to bring a
See DEBATE, News A4
The three Undergraduate solution to issues, and not mag-

•

Several student organizations are hosting a talent show on
Feb. 28 to raise money for the relief effort.

Showcase to Aid in
Tsunami Relief
BY ADAM VICKS

Guaranteed 4.0 as Simple as 1, 2, 3

Contributing Writer

BY COURTNEY MAYE
Contributing Writer

Co1nical anecdotes and audience
interaction helped motivational speaker
Donna 0 . Johnson teach students three
steps that guarantee a 4.0 grade point
average last Tuesday: Go to class,.go see
your professor at least once a week and
do it in order.
Sponsored by the College of
Engineering, Architecture and Computer
Sciences Student Assembly and the
National Society of Black Engineers,
Johnson also gave tips on stress management, saying stress is anything that takes
you off task, as well as time management.
As the president of the Guaranteed
4.0 Systematic Learning System, LLC.
• 1
and author of"Guaranteed 4.0," Johnson
said she will give students $100 if the
three steps don't earn a 4.0 GPA.
"I am confident that if you stay on
plan and follow these three steps com\
pletely, you will get a 4.0," Johnson said.
/.
She stressed that class attendance is
Pnlr-ick Ju<'S\.Wn· Start Photo)lrapher
key because that is where critical information is presented. In addition to attend- Skeptical students came out in large numbers to listen to what Donna O.
ing class, she noted that sitting front and Johnson had to say regarding her guarantee of 4.0 grades. She kept the audicenter is a sure way to minimize distrac- ence involved and dared anyone to act up so they could be embrassed.
tions and make a good first impression
learning process."
As according to Johnson's plan is meeton professors.
Johnson 1nentioned that the teachers
"When you sit front and center, the ing with professors at leas t once a week. know everything that your fellow class- •
"Professors are people, too," Johnson
professor automatically assumes that
mates don't know, like what is on the
these are my 'A' students," Johnson said. said. "They have feelings, they are your
The second step to securing straight friends and professors are the key to the
See 3-STEP, News A4
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While many people may
not realize that South Asia was
not the only region to suffer
from the tsun$1mi in December,
four Howard student organizations do. The natural disaster
destroyed parts of Somalia, East
Africa as well, and the Howard
Players, Endustry Power Players,
Muslim Student Association and
Iota Phi Theta Fraternity, Inc.
plan to do something about it.
On Feb. 28, the organizations are hosting a tsunami
relief showcase featuring music,
dance, poetry and other visual
performances, in which all proceeds will be donated to Somalia
through the Horn Relief charity group. Auditions for the showcase were held on Wednesday
at ?P.m. in Douglass Hall room
143·

"Horn Relief is an organization that deals with giving
aid to countries in Africa, and
our com1nunity chairperson,
Lynda Lloyd, referred them lo
us," said freshn1an sociology
major Chevonne Byas, the vice
president of the Muslim Student
Association.
Byas said that it was difficult to find an organization
to donate money to because
most of them were · going to
aid places like Indonesia,
Malaysia and Sri Lanka.
"We chose to donate monies to

Africa because most of the aid
and media attention is going to
Asia," Byas said.
Kenya,
Tanzania,
and
Madagascar are other African
countriesaffected bythetsunami.
Many students like support the
showcase because they feel the
African nations affected by the
tsunami deserve to get the same
attention as the others.
"I think it's about time that
somebody recognizes that Africa
was affected too," saidsophomore
biology major Modupeola Dovi.
Sophomore . theater
maJOr
and Howard Players member
Makeda Abraham has been
heavily involved in the preparation of the showcase.
"We're here picking the talent, helping coordinate the show
promoting the show," Abraham
said. "It's a way of holding people socially responsible while
entertaining t hem, so students
can go 'hey, I gave to the African
tsunami relief fund and I got to
see a show,'."
Helping the cause by a creative approach attracted many
students to audition for the
showcase.
Freshman liberal aits n1ajor
Masake Kame was excited to
play a part in the fund.
'Tm auditioning because
I'm trying to show some support," Kame said. "There's
always a need for helping Africa,
See RELIEF, News A4

Students Begin Getting Fit for Spring
BY KAREN BRUNDIDGE

es, they feel more refreshed
than ever.
"The people in the class
Want to burn some fat? motivate each other," said
Take advantage of the "Get Fit freshn1an political science
for the Spr:ing" aerobics class- major Stephanie Taylor.
es held in Burr Gymnasium "Some find friends to come
from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. on with, and you never feel like
Mondays, Wednesdays and coming to the class was a
Fridays.
waste. You always leave
The hour-long sessions with more energy than you
include cardio, abdominal/ came with. The way that she
lower abdominal and mus- divides the class up 1nakes it
cle toning exercises. Many· fun and not boring."
students say that instead
Certified personal tr~in
of being drained of energy er Kyethann Francis has
when they leave the class- been an aerobics instrucContributing Writer

\

\
1\1ark KinJ.!· Stnrr Ph<>h.>~rnphtr

Howard students take part in aerobics workout sessions in Burr
Gymnasium in order to "Get Fit for the Spring."
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See what high
'
school is not
abusing prescription drugs...
Nation & World ... A6

tor for five ,years, beginning in Trinidad. She began
instructing at Howard when
the classes were introduced
in September 2003.
"I wanted to give something back to f{oward,"
Fr.ancis said. "These are the
pri1ne years of the students
lives, so these are the years
that they sho~ld really sta·rt
taking care of their bodies."
Francis is very proud
of the progress that she is
observing with her students.
She uses faster music in the
classes now than she used in

Who are among
the- top seeded
teams in the
NBA? ...
Sports ...Bl

the beginning.
"I see the students picking up the steps a little faster," Francis said. "Their fitness level is really building."'
Urging students to start
getting in shape now, Francis
feels it is extren1ely important
for young adults at Howard
to start early, because as one
gets older it is harder to stay
in shape or lose weight.
''I want the students to
understand how impo1tant it
is to maxi1nize physical activSee FITNESS, News A4

Find out what
Eva from Top
Models told The
Hilltop...
Life & Style ...B4
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Muchuno where she created a viewing the full line of clothdress that caught the eye of pop ing."
star Brittany Spears.
The style of Ikon and Envi
''Brittany Spears saw the can best be described as "skaterdesign somewhere and liked it hip-hip," often sported by hipso much that she had ont. maae hop icon Pharell Williams.
similar to it," Childs said.
"The fashion show was hot,"
Although Childs is the head fourth-year architecture major
designer for Ikon and Envi, the Domonic Z. 11anning said. "I
visionary for Ikon clothing, is liked the atmosphere of the
junior finance major Justin show. The clothing stood out to
Siplin. "There was an immediate nle because it was everything
bond whef) I first met Alyhana," they said it would be. It defined
Siplin said. "Her talent was phe- the whole skater, hip-hop look."
nomenal and hard to find."
Currently you can only purSiplin came up with the chase Ikon and Envi clotping on
name Envi earlier this year.
their website, www.ikon-envi.
"He would see the way girls com. In two weeks the line will
looked at each other on the be sold in stores. Envi will be
yard," Childs said. "He said they sold at Pink November on U
were looking at each other with Street and both lines will be sold
envious eyes. That's were the in Up Against The Wall, Else
name Envi came from."
in Georgetown, Union in Soho
Ikon and Envi held its pre- and PurdyJGurl in Greenwich
miere fashion show on Friday, Village, N.Y.
Feb. 1~, in Blackburn Center.
Childs' future plans are to
"We held the show at Howard so create her own clothing line
we can try and get our name out in addition to working with
there before our line is sold in · Ikon and Envi. Alyhana Childs'
stores," Childs said.
designs can be seen at their next
''The clothing is definitely fashion show, Mar. 24, 2005
son1ething I would see Howard , from 7 p.m. to 12 a.m. at Felix in
students wearing," senior public Adams Morgan.
relations major Shone Jemmotp
said. "I am looking fo1ward to

EWS
Have you ever
found roaches
in your dorm?
If so, wlzat liave
you done?

Ashford Thomas
Junior
Theater
"No, surprisingly I
haven't seen any yet."

Patric-~

Jac-k..\On· Slaff l'ho1ographtr

Fourth-year fashion merchandising major Alyhana Childs
sports a self-made shirt from Envi clothing line.

"I would talk about parking, because there is hardly
no where to park and the places you do park, nine
times out of 10 you go back to your car only to find
a ticket on it. We are college students and don't
have money to be paying off a parking ticket every
two weeks. We need student parking lot."

Charity Phalo
Junior
Acting
"Actually. I saw some
this summer in my old
dorm. I killed them
i1nmediately."

" Housing, because it is so unorganized. This yea1,
so many people got hurt just trying to pay for their
housing. it \Vas ridiculous. It \vould seem like
Howard \VOuld have a better system available for the
students."

Daniel Robertson, mathematics and physics

Arlandus Hood, psychology

Joseph Tyson, mechanical engineering
"Why are there visitation
rules if \Ve are supposed to be
adults?"

"Why are there mice in our cafe. I
don't think that is safe."

Raasikh Muhammad, business
management
"The air condition in the engineering
building, because during the school
year it gets really hot and it is almost
unbearable. We pay to n1uch money to
not have the best of the best in all of our
buildings."

Hari \Villiams
Junior
Theater
"No. I haven't seen any
in the dorm where rm
staying at now."

enough out there."

"If this is supposed to be the
'Mecca,' \vhy is the housing infested
with all types of critters. why are
son1c of the \Valls peeling and
infected with asbestos")"

Photo~

b)

~taclent Jla~lhornt

l\:fargret Simon, computer engineering

Cheree Sims, psychology

"Why do we pay $I ,500 to eat with plastic
utensils, styrofoam plates and paper trays'?"

Marietta Sloan, insur~nce
"I would ask hi111, 'why is n1y wall peeling?"'

Lane1

~

Dickerson, art
Compiled by Afegan Schley

A Moment in Howard's History:
Spring Black Arts Festival to Surpass its Past
In

maintenance form for
someone to come out
and take care of it. They
came for a few minutes,
and didn't even spray
in the places I told the1n
to. It just made the
problem worse."

·'Housing of course. because it is so unorganized.
I \vould ask him, 'are you going to build more
housing for the students?"'

•

Contributing Writer

"I filled out a

because everyone that \Vorks there has a bad attitude
and gives you the run around.··

Alan Jones, speech communication

Latrice Jones, accounting

BY JABARI SMITH

Alichia Craddock
Senior
Sociology

..I \vould talk to him about the administration building

, . , Otto Stalhvorth, agriculture

Myron Aldridge, mechanical
engineering

" I would talk to him about the scholarship
money, because I don't feel that there is

"I \VOuld ask hiin, all this money
Howard is getting, wh} sometimes I
have to \vakc up in the morning and
take a cold shower, and why when
I wash my clothes the washer does
not spin?"

February of 1990,
the Undergraduate Student
Assen1bly was gearing up for its
10th Annual Spring Celebration
which was set to offer a sample
of the diverse sphere of Black
art.
The arts festival, themed
"A Glin1pse of the Black
Aesthetic," included events such
as a variety show, the "Living
Color" fashion show, a Greek
step show and a gospel concert
with the late Phyllis Hyn1an.
Additionally, the arts festival held a Mr. Howard pageant, which has now merged
with the Miss Howard pageant to become a Mr. & Miss
Howard Homecoming pageant.
According to Darryl T. Anderson,
the vice-coordinator of UGSA
in 1990, the Spring Black Alts
Festival was attempting to truly
bring the Black Aesthetic to
Howard University.
"We were trying to highlight
the diversity of Black artists," said

Anderson, who also served as
general chairman for the week's
activities. '"Our culture is so rich
and diverse, it's our responsibility to present that to Howard
students and the community."
Fifteen years later, the Spring
Black Arts Festival remains a
staple event on Howard's campus hosted by the Undergraduate
Student Assembly. Although the
spring festival has e>..-panded
over the years, its mission to
provide a diverse look at Black
arts is still the same.
This year's Spring Black
.'\;:ts Festival, "Euphoria: An
Artistic Vision of Beauty," will
include various activities that
celebrate poetry, art, dance, film
and fashion , as well as other
recreational aspects of AfricanAmerican culture from March
28-April i. Already scheduled
events include a movie pre1niere,
a poetry cipher, a fashion show,
a dance review, and there are
also plans for either a celebrity
basketball game or a concert.
Precious Kofie, the UGSA
recording secretary, believes

that each year the Spring Black
Arts Festival gets better and this
year will be no exception.
"People can look forward
to a diverse week of events to
show appreciation of Black
a1ts," said Kofie, a sophomore
pre-physical therapy major.
However, sophomore architecture major Hillary Thomas feels
that more could be done to make
the student body aware of the
spring festival.
"I didn't even know that
the Spring Black Arts Festival
occurred last year so I definitely
feel that more should be done
to publicize this year," Thomas
said.
Christina Gordon, a sophomore psychology and pre-med
double major, also thinks that
last year's Spring Black Arts
Festival lacked sufficient publicity, yet is heavily anticipating
this year's festival.
"I really look fonvard to the
concert on the yard because it's
what I remember most from the
festival when I came to visit during high school," Gordon said.

Jt ~101nent In

Tiffany Battle, the UGSA
programs director, assures that
this year's festival \¥ill be on a
larger scale.
"People will be more aware
of this year's Spring Black Arts
Festival because there will be

1rd's J1isto11.

more publicity," said Battle, a
senior chemical engineering
major. "There will be more signup events, such as the poetry
cipher, fashion show and dance
review, which will get students
more involved."

- - - - -.
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Students Use Talent for Relief HUSA, Undergraduate
Candidates Debate in Drew
RELIEF, from Campus A 1

especial!) from over here."
In addition lo doing a number
with a dance ensemble represented bv the African Student
Associati~n,
Kame
staled
that she may sing a song that

is

representatiYe of Africa.
~1embers of the four student
organizations hosting the showcase expect the money raised
to have a deep impact on the
people of Somalia.
"I hope the mone) will
go into whoever is bring-

ing them food and water
and shelter," senior graphic
design major Ibn Matakabbir.
Byas said she hopes it would
help the people of Somalia
cope and show that people in
America are concerned with
what goes on in Africa.

3-Step Program Gets Straight A's
3-STEP, from Campus A1

test.
"When you're talking to
them personallv, the) ·11 slide
you some hints," she said.
The third and final step
toward a 4.0 ~PA refers to
stud)ing methods: do it in
order. Joh 1son oelievcs in the
bullet point methpd, which is
bullet point reading, bullet point
notes and bullet point concepts
as a way lo learn and retain vital
information.
Bullet point reading begins
with reading class material
one to seven days before class.
While reading, the student must
use bullet points to smnmarize

sn1all reading portions with
three to five words and then
repeat the inforn1ation to reinforce it.
Additionally, bullet point
notes should be re-written
immediately after class while
bullet point concepts refer to
answering the question ··why is
this the correct answer" after
one has received a grade on a
homework assignment or test.
"Bullet point method forces
you to' pay attention, puts the
information in your own words
and creates a concise format
you can review repetitiously,"
Johnson said.
Students
have
mixed

feelings about the system.
Sophomore 1nechanical engineering major Steven A. Mason
is a bit skeptical.
"I've peen talking to teachers, going to office hours, and
studying five hours a day,"
l\lason said. "If it doesn "t work.
I will ask for my $100."
Other students were more
opti1-11istic about .Johnson's system.
Sophomore business management major Kalena E. Taylor
said she was enlightened by
Johnson's three steps.
"The information taught me
new ways to approach old problems," Taylor said.

Fitness Encouraged by Sessions
FITNESS, from Campus A 1

, ity in your youth," she said. "The
atmosphere at Howard does not
hold too many healthy food outlets, so I want them to be able to
eat the food on their meal plan,
and for it not to affect them
too much. "It's a class geared
for them. and more should definitely take ad,·antage of it.··
Students S:I) they enjoy the
aerobics das.;es and appreciate
the opportunity to get a good

workout for no cost.
"My favorite part is the
ab part," said junior psychology major Crystal l\1cKnight.
"You really work your muscles.
It would be nice to have guys
come out and show interest.
Right now the class is all girls.··
Others question why the
turnout is usually small and
encourage more st, 1dents to
take party in the workouts.
"Ifs a good, strenuous

workout, and others should
come and be active as well," said
freshman biology major Lauren
Pass. "Exercise and burn some
of the fat that could be building
up clogging your arteries."
There will be charts that
monitor progress in weight,
body mass and measurements
from the end of March until
the end of the semester. The
instructor invites all to come
and break a sweat.

DEBATE, from Campus A 1

that HUSA's responsiblity
is policy, and that enforcing
that policy to raise funds was
under that umbrella.
"It's not just the administration's Howard," Stewart
said. "It's not just President
Swygert's Howard . It's our
Howard."
Bradley said he and his
running mate do not think
the student government
should be raising funds for
the administration.
··our role is to make sure
the administration is utilizing
those funds and make its way
to the [facilities]," he said.
The candidates for both
HUSA and Undergraduate
Trustee agree that students
must be informed of campus
happenings and have formed
different methods to accomplish this goal.
Bradley and Ferguson
have vowed to publish monthly progress reports.
Stewart and Harley plan
to revamp the University calendar to minimize overlapping events and enable students to attend more events
that are interesting to them.
Kofie plans to work with
Dr. Starmanda Bullock, faculty board of trustee member,
to put out a "regular" newsletter to students.
Students were pleased to
see the candidates attempting to make sure information
is adequately dispersed in an
organized manner.
M[Providing information
to students] is good because
it is keeping students well
informed," said Brittany
Williams, freshman acting
major. "It allows us to schedule our . activities around

About 100 students attended Wednesday's General
Elections speakout in the Drew Hall Lounge.

other events and keep us
organized."
The candidates were also
required to comment on the
current position holders. Both
HUSA slates agree that the
current HUSA administration, under President Conrad
Woodv and Vice President
Freda.Henry, has made headway during their term.
"\Ve have to say kudos
to the Howard University
Student
Association
because progress is being
made." Stewart said of the
new rrquirements in the
Administration building.
\\Then Hyman was asked
to comment on current
Undergraduate Tn1stee J.P.
Howard, she said she did not
want to go into bashing anyone. However, after receiving
a mid-term grade of "F" in

November fro1n The l lilltop,
Hyman said Howard is "not
as visible as past trustees."
"It's not all about how
successful you think someone
is," she said. "It's about how
successful I'm going to be. We
have to look forward to what
I'm going to do for you in the
future because if we sit back
and get into a drought, then
we're never going to prog.,
ress.
The speak out was attended by about 100 students, the
majority of whom are involved
in the c:impaign proce-;s.
··we need more publicity
so that our messages are heard
by the students," Bradley
said. "It's can't be just people
related to the campaign."

_G eneral Election Events
Local Election Events

Location: TBD (School of
C0111111un ications)

School of Business
4. College of Arts a nd Sc·ences

T11esda.v, Mar,ch 1, 2005
T11esdaJ~
•

March 1, 2005

Speak-Out: UGSA Representatives

and Class Board Candidates

Speak-Out: lJGSA Representatives

7 p.n~.

7 p.m.

Location: TBD (School of

Location: Ilu1nan Ecology
Auditoriun1

Bu~iness)

College of Engineering,
Architecture & Computer
Sciences

College of Pharmacy, N u1·sing
and Allied Health Sciences

TuesdaJ', Murch 1, 2005
TuesdaJ', March 1, 2005
Speak-Out: All Candidates

Candidate Debate: All Candidates
7 p.111.

7 p.rn.
Location: TBD (CPNAIIS)
Location: 1,BD
6. School of Education
. School of Comn1unications

TuesdaJ', Mllrch 1, 2005
Tuesda.v, March 1, 2005
Speak-Out: All Candidates
Speak-Out: All Candidates
7 p.m.

7 p.m.
Location: TBD (School of
Education)
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ny law school ca11 teach yolt to "think like a la\vyer." But will
you learn the skills you need to thrive in totlay's competitive and
global legal marketplace~ Hofstra University School of La\v is nationally recognized for the talent of its faculty and its expertise in skills training and professional respo11sibility.

An1011g other progran1s and opportunities:
•Hofstra La\v School is the f~ortheast
Regional Center for the National
Institute for Trial i~dvocacy. the leading
provider of advanced training for
litigators.
•\Ve offer an extraordinary selection of
silnulation~based training,externshi ps
and liveclient clinics.

eare home to the Center for Legal
Advocac), the Institute for the Study
of Legal Ethics, and the Institute
for the Study of Conflict Transfom1ation,
pro1noting cutting-edge scholarship
and innovative training in trial and
appellate practice, professional
responsibility\ and alternative
dispute resolution.

7
•\\

•\\le offer extraordinary experiences
•\Ve have unique interdisciplinary
in international and co1nparative la\v
programs bringing together medical,
through our s1unn1er programs in
psychological and legal experts under
Nice, Francel and Sydney, Australia,
the Center for Children, Fa1nilies and
the La\V and our Child Advocacy Clinic. and our \Vint er progra1n on the
Caribbean island of Curacao.
)
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Bush, Clinton Urge World Not to Forget Tsunami Victims
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation & World Ediotr

Former Presidents George
H.W. Bush and Bi11 Clinton
urged the international community to remember victims of last
year's tsunami crisis and plead
ed for tourists to begin returning
to some of the hardest hil areas
throughout Asia.
"Those who wanl to come
here ought to," said Bush,
speaking to reporters outside
of a five star hotel in Kan1mba,
Maldives. "If it's as beautiful
as it is today your going to miss
something if you don't." The crisis has destroyed the economies
of man} ~mall islands, whose
citizens rely heavil) on the tourism industry for employment.
In areas throughout Thailand,
Sri Lanka, and f\Ialdives, officials say the tsunami destroyed
almost 60 percent of the local
economy.
Many resorts have reopened,
but beds remain empty because
tourists are staying away believ-

ing the tsunami destroyed everything.
The presidents toured the
devastation for three days and
said they have never witnessed
anything like what they saw.
"I've never seen anything like
this ever in m~ life," said Bush
who flew 58 combat missions
during World War II.
"In my own heart I was saying we're very lucky, very lucky
people to not have to go through
something like this."
Clinton added, ".. .It's ahnost
impossible to appreciate the
Former Presidents George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton
scope of this if you haven't seen
encourage people to remember the tsunami victims and
it personally."
" ...There are
tourists to return to the areas that were affected by the tsuorphans everywhere. Nobody's
nami.
got :i home; nobody's got a WLJ\
pronounce. 1 in these children. inspected reconstruction efforts
to make a living. Ifs heartbreak.
\Ve don't want them to still be in the region, mal<lng sure the
1ng.
suffering with this five to 10 financial contributions from
Both men said they were
vears fron1 now." said Clinton. around the world were not being
touched by how children are
:.Some of them are still wing wasted. '"Nothing turns private
responding to the devastation,
about the tsunami, and some of donors off more than if they saw
manv of whom witnessed their
them arc drawing life as they waste, or fraud or something like
pare~ts being swept away by
remember it and how they want that," said Bush. "But we don't
massive floods. "There's a lot of
it to be again."
anticipate that. \Ve're very reasemotional damage here, not visThe former presidents also sured that... the Indonesians go
ible to the eye, and that is most

..

forward with us and with other
donor nations to be sure that its
delivered most effectively, less
overhead and certainly no corruption."
Clinton, who was recently
appointed by the United Nations
to be help coon.mate tsunami
reconstruction efforts, said he
was confident he would be able
to raise the extra billions still
needed to rebuild towns and
reopen schools . "I arn confident
I will be able to raise the money
and get it out here," Clinton said.
Ile estimated around $12 billion "viii be needed for complete
reconstruction.
Clinton told reporters he
expected reconstruction to last
for at least three more years.
Officials say the tsunami death
toll ranges from 169,000 to
180,000 and said another
130,000 are thought to still be
m1ssmg. They are presumed
dead. ..It's hard to imagine
those tiumber& until you see the
level of devastation. The first
thing I thought was, well now I

understand. I understand how
they all died. 1 understand why
they couldn't get away," Clinton
said. "And then .. .! was struck
by how the devac;tation was
total and then more limited, and
then you'd con1c into a street
and everything would be normal
again."
The former presidents said
they are com1nitted to this cause
and will report to President
George W. Bush what they have
seen on their tour. They also
reiterated their determination in
continuing to draw attention to
the crisis and not allo\ving the
world to forget about the tsunami victin1s.
"v\"hc.1.t we have to do now
is not to forget these people
and places when all the cameras are not there," said Clinton.
"We need to be thinking about
what were going to do over the
ne.x't year, what were going to
be doing over two years if necessary. Thafs the number one
problem that we'll just forget
and won't see this through."

Keyes Political Views Hit Close to Home Black Teens Not
Abusing Prescription
Drugs Like Others
'

BY BRITTANY G. THOMAS
Contributing Writer

•

"Happy Valentine's Day Daddy!"
best notes the message delivered by
Maya Marcel-Keyes, daughter of ultraconservative Alan Keyes. This was part
of her decision to publicly proclaim herself as a "liberal queer" and supporter
of young ga) and lesbian people whose
families neglected to support them during
a Valentine's Day Rally in support of the
gay rights group Equality ~laryland.
Keyes is notoriou~ for his brash comments and is openly against "the homosexual right agenda, including same-sex
marriage", which, is clearly stated on his
website. It was during his 2004 campaign
against newly elected Illinois Senator
Barack Obama that Keyes' beliefs caused
a conflict within the Republican Party.
In an Aug. 30, 2004 interview \vith
Sirius OutQ, a New York based 24-hour
gay and lesbian programming satellite
network, Keye" stated that homosexuality
was "selfish hedonism" according to the
Chicago Tribune. Keyes was then asked if
Vice President Cheney's daughter was also
a "selfish hedonist" and Keyes concurred
replying, "Of course she is... That goes by
definition. Of course she is."
Following his comments, Keyes further articulated his position on homosexuality; "I have said that if you are actively
engaging in homosexual relations, those
relations are about selfish hedonism," and
"if my daughter were n lesbian, rd look .1t
her and say, That is a relationship that is
based on selfish hedonism.' I would also
tell my daughter that it's a sin, and she
needs to pray to the Lord God lo help her
to deal \vith that sin."
Keyes was forced to put his words
into action when his daughter publicly
announced her sexuol preference at the
Valentine's Day Rally. But unlike the
Cheney fan1ily, the Keyes' have yet to
embrace their daughter and accept her
sexual preferences.
Maya
Marcel-Keyes
told
The
Washington Post that her parents had
thrown her out of their home, stopped
speaking to her and discontinued their
monetary support of her education.

BY SHARI LOGAN
Contlibuting Wliter

•••.)llhoo.rom

Alan Keyes, notorious for making gay-bashing statements, stopped financially
supporting his daughter In college upon finding out that she was a lesbian.

Despite this rift, Marcel-Keyes proclaims
that she still loves her parents and understands that they cannot support her acti\1ties.
..Things just came lo a head. Liberal
queer plus conscr. ative Republican 1ust
doesn't mesh well,.. Marcel-Keyes said
according to Foxnews.com. '"That was
making my life a little bil turbulent."
Keyes issued a statement after the
rally, in which he stated, "'l\h daughter
is an adult, and she is responsible for her
own actions. What she l'hoosrs to do has
nothing to do with n1y work or politieal
activities."
Eiika Wadlington. a sophomore political science major said. "lt's ironic that the
same ideals he opposts arc in his household." She suggested that Keyes was just
~following the suit of h}1>ocrisy" noting
Abraham Lincoln's possession of slaves
and Strom Thunnan's Black daughter.
Professor Weldon llollis of Howard's

political science department said, ..Mr.
Keyes may find it difficult to navigate between the political views he has
espoused and advanced in maintaining
his relationship with his daughter." Hollis
further emphasized the political impact
such information entailed.
"The issue in both the Keyes' and
Cheney's families has proven that conservative political principles are not likely to
triumph over biology.··
The irony, as Professor Hollis stated,
lays in the conservative piinciples that
conservatives themselves have wandcrP'I
from.
The Bush Administration has pushed
the envelope on all matters regarding gay
and lesbian activities in America and, in
doing so, has found itself in contradictions that hit close to home. It seems that
Alan Keyes' current situation is another
example of just that.

Loca Boys Join After-School G.A.N.G.
BY SHANNON RUSSEL
Contributing Wnter

Gang. Normally this word is
associated with large groups of
adolescents, who involve themselves in brutality and crime.
However, G.A.N.G., an acronym for God's Anointed New
Generation, is a group that helps
students without using illegitimate money or peer pressure.
Instead it influences students through positive collegiate mentors that encourage
scholastic excellence.
G.A.N.G. is a non-profit,
D.C. based after-school program
whose primary focus is to assist
"at risk" children. G.A.N.G. supports foster home youth that are
not receiving sufficient academic assistance.
The children and young
adults range from kindergarten
to 121h grade and arc referred
to the program by social services. Students are tutored for

two hours, three ti1nes a week
by qualified collegiate tutors.
'"I need a gang, not a gang
with negative connotations. but
a G.A.N.G. that will spread positively," said Minister Lanhain
the founder and executive director of G.A.N.G.
"I had a raging desire that
was burning inside of me, telling me to help youth, and that
is what I did."
Shatifa Baker, a 13-year-old
girl from D.C. has been abandoned by many including her
mother, father and, in the opinion of some, the school system.
Baker currently lives in a group
home with several other adolescents and currently receives
assistance from a G.A.N.G.
mentor.
~lichelle Breeland, a junior
broadcast journalism major at
Howard University, is Baker's
mentor, and has worked at
G.A.N.G. for over a year. "I
can see major differences m

Shatifa,"
Breeland S<lid. "She is a lot
more confident and her reading has itnproved. I try to listen
to her, and assist her in her
personal and academic life. She
just needs attention and someone that is genuinely interested
in her well being."
Project coordinator A. Lyce
Evans, said th11t she looks for
tutors with patience, passion
to help students and character.
I !er willingness and desire to
promote positive chance in children's lives is one of her main
reasons for being involved.
··1 got involved because I am
very interested in bettering the
li\'es of youths, .. Evans said. ··1
don't agree with the education
srstem and do not think that it
is set up properly. I believe in
youth empowerment. The youth
must know that they can suceccd despite their short com.mgs. "
"The kids appreciate the

mentoring since some of them
don't get enough attention at
home or school. Many children are just wrote off by the
school system, and tagged as
problems," Breeland said. "Like
my mentee Baker, her school
labeled her as child wilh learning disabilities, without even
giving her proper testing.
But once given a standardized test, Baker proved that she
not only did not have a learning
disability, but that she was perfectly normal for her age group,"
she added.
The program directors plan
to e.x'Pand into the community
and beyond. They want to develop a mental health residential
treatment facility, and provide
independent living for teens
over 17 that cannot find foster
care placement in the Maryland
area. G.A.N.G. is currently trying to develop the program in
Md., Chicago, Ill. and N.C.

The new craze known as
"phanning," the abuse of prescription drugs like Adderall,
0:-.·yContin, Ritalin, Vicodin and
Percocet, usuall) taki>s place
among middle and high school
students but doesn't appear to
be an issue at one area high
school.
A Monitoring the Future
Survey reported that five percent of 12th-graders admitted to
using 0.xyContin. This equates
to an estimated one in every 20
students using this drug. Yet, 20
students interviewed at random
in front of Cardozo High School
claim to have no knowledge of
their peers using prescription
drugs for non-medical purposcs.
Although some students prefer to overdose on prescriptions
because it is looked at as a pure
high, \Vilma Jones, a special
education teacher at Cardozo,
said that in her experience a Jot
of the .,;tudents who really need
these prescription drugs do not
take them.
"They're more likely to resist
tal<lng these drugs because they
arc aware of the correct use of
the drugs and they don't want
to be stigmatized in that way,"
Jones said.
The 2003 National Survey
on Dru~ l'se and Health released
last St•ptember reported that 6.3
million Americans were repeatedly tal<lng prescription drugs
used for psychotherapeutic purposes without having been prescribed that medication.
Eric W. Nickens, f\-1.H.S.,
the director of Drug Education
and Prevention at Howard
University, said, "'SinCl' minority populations. unfortunately,
do not go to physicians regularly
due to economic situations, it's
nlore difficult for many Blacks
to get prescription drugs on a
regular basis that they can use
for recreational purposes."

Prescription drugs, howev~
er, are quickly becoming a staple
in the nation's pharmaceutical's
industry. Since 1990, the sale of
prescription drugs has increased
by 400 percent.
A University of ~Iichigan
survey conducted for the
National Institute on Drug
Abuse reported that drug usage
of youths 12 and over is very
similar to the more common
drugs used by adults.
Ritalin is abused by 15 percent of students, followed by
Vicodin and Percocet \vith 13
percent, and lastly sedatives and
tranquilizers, which is used by
10 percent of students. Adderall,
originaJ!y intended for attention deficit disorder, is taken
like cocaine because it can be
crushed and snorted.
High school students use
Ritalin to help them concentrate
more and stud} better. Vicodin,
Percocet and OxyContin are all
used as painkillers; the latter is
the most addicti\'c.
Adults and children also use
other prescription drugs to eftectivel) cope with mental proble1ns such as anxiety, depression and shvness. \n LA rimes
article said thr~ that nearly half
of all Americans take at least
one prescription drug.
Under foclerrl law, it is illegal lo possess l'ontrollcd substances without a prcscripti,in.
On the other hand, it is rare
to see .i minor prosecuted for
carrying ntedication without a
prescription.
In an effort to decrease
the use of these drugs for nonmedical purposes, the Food and
Drug Administration and the
Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration
created a new print and television .1d campaign, "The Buzz
Can Take Your Breath Away."
These ads will discuss the dangers of prescription drug abuse
among young people.

"w-...)•hou.rom

Prescription drugs used among teens are commonly used to
help them concentrate and study better.
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Push the limits with FedEx
As an Inside Sales Account Executive, you'll play a big part in
keeping a $2 1 billion supply chain moving. Bring your enthusiasm for sales to a company that will give you the tools to reach and
surpass your goals. Join FedEx Services.

Account Executive - Inside Sales
The successful candidate will sell FedEx transportation services and manage an account base of existing and potential
business customers within a geographic~lly defined territory remotely from Pittsburgh, PA, Phoenix, AZ, Dallas, TX or Memphis, TN

Requirements:
•Bachelor's degree -All 1najors are encouraged to apply

t

•Must be self-motivated and possess strong time management and PC skills
• Strong verbal and negotiation skills
· To apply for the Inside Sales Account Executive please send your resume to salesresumes@fedex.com noting your preferred location by
February 28, 2005 and also attend the Information Session to be held on March 1., 2005 at 7pm in the School Of Business Student Lounge.

J-....:i_rsi:r i_g c;ra<l-....:i_a tes
Paid i n t e r v i e w expenses
Generous relocation p a c k a g e
Benefits s t a r t f i r s t day
Tuition a s s i s t a n c e
Co1,"11petitive salaries
Continuing Education
Mayo Clinic Nursing in Rochester~ Minnesota
invites new graduates t o embark on an adventure
and di$cover unparalleled opportunities f o r caree r
mobility and growth. Our hospitals are worldrenowned acute care teaching facilities where
quality nursing is our tradition and mission .
For the new graduate we o f f e r clinical and
classroom-based orientation t o foster professiona l
and personal growth and development. A primar y
preceptor is assigned t o ensure a successful
transition from student t o professional .
·
To apply or learn more about nursing opportun i t ies
for new graduates a t Mayo Clinic~ please vis i t
www.1,'llayoclinic.org_
Phone: 8 0 0 - 5 6 2 - 7 9 8 4
E - 1'1'11ail: nursing.hr.staffing@1,"11ayo.edu
Mayo C li nic i s an affi rmative action and
equa l opportun i ty educator and emp l oyer_
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Top. .Seeded NBA ~ E;w@ §~rnd II8Jf of Season
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY & COURTNEY EILAND
Sports Editors

EAST

San Antonio Spw·s (42-12) - With the Phoenix Suns hot on their trail, the Spurs have
opened up the season posting the best record in the league. The Spurs are led by perhaps the
most well rounded power fonvard in the league with Tim Duncan but have had key players
such as Argentinean, Manu Ginobli, contribute to their success as well.
Phoenix Suns (42-13) - After acquiring point guard Steve Nash in the off-season, the
young Suns team has surprised the league by having one of their best seasons yet. Nash has
in.deed put the pieces of a well-built Suns team together with all starters' scoring averages
1n the double figures. With only the Spurs standing in their way, the Suns are prepared
for the battle of the best in the West.
•
Seattle Supe r s onics (37-15) - The Sonics are led by guard Ray Allen who
has a hot hand behind the three-point line. Also a threat behind the arc is
forward Rashard Lewis who ranks sixth in tile NBA in three-points made.
The Sonics are currently in the race for the best record in the West
before possibly losing Allen in free.agency at the end of the season.
D~as Mavericks (36-16) - Now playing in a season without point guard Steve Nash, the Mavericks have made their
way into the playoff picture once again. Dirk Nowitzki ranks
third in the league in scoring while averaging 26.9 points
per game.
Sacramento Kings (34-20) - Battling the
Mavericks for home court advantage in the playoffs, the
Kings have made their way into the picture once again.
After trading Doug Christie to the Magic and acquiring
Cuttino Mobley in return, the Kings believe that they have
what it takes to move up in the rankings. The big challenege
now, is whether or not they can continue to win without Chris
Webber since trading him the the 76'ers.
H ou s t on Ro ckets (32-23) - After acquiring Tracy
McGrady in the off-season, the Rockets were hoping for this
former Magic star to join forces with Chinese sensation, Yao
Ming, to become the next 1-2 punch in the league. Coming off to
a slow start, the Rockets have now won eight out of their last 10
games and are looking to keep a hold of a post-season appearance.
M emphis Grizzlies (30-24) - The Grizzlies have quietly
made their way into a seventh place ranking in the West. With
Mike Fratello now filling in as head coach after Hubie Brown stepped
down due to health issues, the Grizzlies are looking to hold on to their
playoff spot. The Giizzlies hope to continue their success even with
leading scorer, Pau Gasol, currently on the injured list.
Los Angeles Lake rs (28-24) - After losing key components
to the team such as former head coach Phil Jackson and former
center, now donned in red and black, Shaquille O'Neal, the Lakers
have indeed struggled this year. With an eighth place ranking in
the West, the Lakers are looking to hold on to their spot with the
Minnesota Timbervolves hot on their trail.

The Miami Heat (40-16) - The Heat just keep getting hotter. The
1-2 punch of sophomore Dwyane Wade and big man Shaquille O'Neal
has fantasy heads in a frenzy. Wade is averaging 23.5 points per game
while Shaq is adding 22.7 a game himself. The only concern is keeping
Shaq healthy for the playoffs.
The Detroit Pistons (33-19) - Off the back of the team's first seasonsweep of the New York Knicks in 15 years, the Pistons are staring do\vn
the path to the playoffs with only Shaquille O'Neal's fiery no. 32 jersey in
the headlamps. Richard Hamilton has been leading the way with over 19
points per game, and the presence of the Wallace crew, Ben and Rasheed,
keep a presence on the court that reminds the league why they are ·
defending champs.
·
The Cleveland Cavaliers (31-21) - Now in his second season, Akronborn Lebron James has become the new face of the NBA. With the
weight of Michael Jordan's legacy firmly on his shoulders, Lebron
and the Cavs are eager for a playoff birth. Zydrunas Ilgauskas is
also enjoying his most productive season and has provided the
versatile James with a formidable presence under the basket.
The Washington Wizards (31-22) - Holding on to the second spot in the southeast division, the Wizards have been a
pleasant surprise for fans in the nation's capitol. With both
guard Larry Hughes and center Kwame Brown injured since
January, the team has had to pull together and have done so
under the leadership of Gilbert Arenas and Antawn Jamison.
Arenas, Jamison and Hughes are all averaging over 20 points
per game and the activation of Hughes this week should have
teams in the east wary.
The Chicago Bulls (27-24) - The 2005 band of Bulls has the city
of Chicago reminiscing of M.J. and Scottie Pippen. However, this group
is led by a quartet of solid players in Eddy Curry, Kurt Hinrich, Ben
Gordon and Luo! Deng. Chicago fans should remember, however, that
this is a rebuilding season and both Gordon and Deng are rookies. The
future looks bright once again in Chi-Town.
The Orlando Magic (28-25) - The second-best team in Florida
have benefited tremendously from the stirring and remarkable return
of Grant Hill. The success of this team could depend on the strength
of Hill's ankle come playoff time. However, with the enigmatic Steve
F~ancis scoring over 20 points per game and Hedo Turkoglu enjoying
his most productive season with 14 points per game, Hill has plenty
of help to rely upon.
The Indiana Pacers (27-26) - The brawl-scarred Pacers round
out the bottom of the seeded teams at the break and are hoping to
be spurred on by Reggie Miller's retirement announcement. Back
from suspension, Jermaine O'Neal has been a shot in the arm and
his 25 points per game earned him an All-Star slot. The only concern for the Pacers: keeping the team's players on the court.
The Boston Celtics (27-28) - At .500 and holding on to the third
slot in the east, the Celtics are a perfect example of the deficiencies in
the conference and the weaknesses of the Atlantic division. With Paul
Pier~e laying down 22 points per game and a happier Gary Payton, the
Celtics do, however, have an opportunity to go deeper than expected.

\1' Phoco

LeBron James and the Cavs are currently in the fourth spot
In the Eastern Conference. Along with center Zydrunas
llgauskas, the y oung Cleveland team has managed to post
the ninth best record in the NBA.

•

•

Maya Gilliam • Stnlor Photo Edilor

(Top) Carmelo Anthony and the Nuggets currently hold the 10th spot In the Western
Conference. However, with the signing of George Karl as head coach, there Is hope still In
Denver. Here, Carmelo Is pictured moments before the NBA Got Milk? Rookie Challenge.
Maya Giiiiom • Senior Photo Editor

(Right) Eastern Finals Preview? Miami Heat guard Dwyane Wade and Clevelend cavs star
LeBron James chopped It up before the sophomores took on the rookies last Friday.
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ESPNU Signs
Agreement With
MEAC,SWAC

ESPN Is the world's leader Ip sporting news and this
agreement should catapult the MEAC and the SWAC further to the forefront of American athletics.
well.~

BY RIVEA RUFF

as

Contrlb'ltmg Wf/ter

Mike Hall, 22-year-old
winner of ESPN's ·Dream
.Joh rontcst, will be the lead
anchor of the new channel.
ESPN.com reports that he
will be responsible for preand post-game coverage and
intl•rvirws for each of the
over 300 events set to air on
the channel this year.
The channel is set to
launch on the eve of men's and
wonwn's college basketball
championship week. ESPN
com reports more exclusives
.md extras specifically about
tlw.o;e games will be featured
on the new channel.
Commissioner of the
MK\C,
Dennis Thomas,
tl11nks that the marriage is
pt•rfect. "We have formed a
partnership with ESPN over
the last seven to eight years,"
he e.xplained about the cover·
.igl' of the f\.1E.\C and S\VAC
basketball conference cham
pionsh1ps that air every year
on ESPN 2. 'This is a great
move and speaks highly about
our MEAC brand.~
That MEAC brand is a
viable commodity that is part
of the HBCU make-up. Both
th<' SWAC and the MEAC will
both have an opportunity to
further market and expose
nthletes, the schools and the
product with this new agreement.
"The S\VAC schools have
responded very positively to
this announcement." assured
S\\.. \C commissioner Robert
\'owds. "They realize that the
historv. as well as the athletes,
of ~·m·h school has a chance to
gl'l t•xposurc."
11te fi~t event that will
he tde' isl'<l b~ either ESPN or
ESPX 2 is the S\\'•.\C/~tEAC
Ch.llll'nge on Sept. 3. This
e' ent "ill frature <111 annual
1natd1-up between a \IF \C
football team and a S\\.\C
tt\llll anu will be played at a
1w11tral n•nue.

BlaC'k C'ollege sports 111ay
stPal the spotlight on a new
channel being launched by
ESPN.

Set to launch l'vtareh 4,
ESPNlJ, a new station dcdicatt•d to collt•gt• athk•tic~. will
lwgin airing sporting evt•nts
hct Wl't'n I ! istorically Black
Colll'gt·s and Univcrsitit•s
(JIBC'Us). ESPN h:is signed
a St'Vt'll·}car deal with hoth
the S\\.'AC and ~1EAC conforenn'S lo t•ovt•r sclt•ct events
on till' new station.
E•."iPNU plans to air at
lt•ast M'\'t'n football games
and t•ight men's basketball
gnnws from each confcrcnrc
1wr yt•ar, mainly on Thursday
evt'111ngs. M<'n and women's
diampionship matdws for
both conkrences will ,\!so
h" t~lcvi~etl. ln addition lo
these sports, baseball, softball. lacrosse. track & field
and more will all be broadcast
and covered by the station.
Traditionally, Black col·
lcge sports do not receive
as mnch media coverage as
those of their Division i-A
counterparts. It is rare that
Olll' ran turn on the tcle' ision
and watch Howard University
women's lacrosse or Florida
A&r.1 football
Tht• ESPN franchise
is St'l'll as the authority on
sports broadcasting and
infonn,\tion and to have thcn1
t•ovt•r llBCl athletics is a
major shot in the arm for the
blnt·k athktt•. Thi.' laund1 of
E..'iPNU will bring 1nore light
to .S\\' \C und MEAC sports,
providing opportumtics for
11 BCU sports fans around tht'
nation to becomt' spectators
ns \\ell ns folio'\ c~ of the
sports.
"It's ll "in·\\ in situation,n
s.ud 1'1hd1ad Humes. an
10:.."l'N spokt•spt'rson. "H's an
opportunity for nwrc t•xposun· fm (S\V \(' nnu Ml~\C]
and good for husm ·s for us

Bison Seek Consolation Win at Hampton
BY JONATHAN DAVIS

18-5 run that ga\'e them a 53-52 lead "ith
6:..t5 on the clock. The run was capped by a
deep three-pointer by guard Sean Booker.
~ho -.cored 13 of his 17 points in the second
Over the last t\\O games, the Bison put half.
A jumper b~ sophomore forward Stanle~
themsehes in perfect position to ~nap out
of the funk that has seen them go O\er Greene ga\e Ho\\ard a 60-56 lead ''ith 3:47
six ~\eeks \\ithout a .. cton In their last rema1nmg. An 11-3 run by the Aggies (5-21
two games, howe,er the Bison played great overall, 4-11 in ~tEAC) in which they went
defensively and pla)ed with energy right five for eight from the foul line in the closing
from the opening lip. Unfortunately, their moments gave them a 67-63 win. snapping
last nvo loses, including .Monday's loss ver- their six game losing streak. while Howard
sus North Carolina A&T came down to the (5-19 O\erall. 2-13 in the ~1EAC) dropped its
13 game in a row.
free-thro" shooting and execution.
"It was very frustrating." said Darryl
After talcing a 31-24 lead into halftime
and leading 47:35 with 11:10 remaining, the Hudson, who had 12 points and eight
Aggies used their full court pr~ to ignite an rebounds .. ersus the Aggies. "\\'hen you
have a team beat. including the South Carolina
State game, we had that
team beat. It's all about
closing out games and it's
very frustrating.~
The Bison say that
they loss this game as
they did last on Saturdav
versus South Carolina
State, at the foul line. In
their loss to the Aggies,
the Bison shot 14-25 from
the line, 13-20 in the second half. In their last two
games the team has shot
only 54 percent from the
line.
Hudson, who has
averaged 14.5 points and
7.5 boards the last two
games, has gone 9-17 (53
percent) from the line the
last two games.
"I kind of put the
blame on myself, because
on the stats it's said that
I was seven for 13 from
the free-throw line (54
percent), which is horrible," said Hudson, who
went two for si.x at the
foul line versus the Aggies
Monday.
\II l"ro I~· ~to
"That's 10 to 15 points
Will Gant and the Bison are hoping to avoid another
we could have put up on the
defeat against Hampton.
board and a lot of the games
Co •nour "9 Wnter

~tonday.

Another big reason that Howard lost
control of the game was their inability to
handle A&Ts p'"ess, which produc~ 11 second half miscues that lead to 14 po:nts.
'"They tned to gd the ball out of my
hands as much as possible and force my
teammates to make plays." said sophomore guard \\"ill Gant. who scored 13 points
against the Aggies.
The Bison no'' "ill look to try to
end their slide against tht: ('lther HU. the
Hampton Uni\ ersity Pir-..tes. who have
won four straight games, inciuding a ;o55 \ictory o,·er l\faryland-Eastern Shore on
:Monda) This will be the st'Cond time these
two archri' als w1ll 1neet.
In their last meeting Jan. 24, the Bison
were without both their point guards Gant
and junior Louis Ford. \\'ithout their leaders
on the floor. the Bison struggled to find an
offensive as they shot onl~ 31 percent from
the floor and were dominated by the Pirates
from the start to finish.
No Bison managed more than freshmen
guard Reggie Bates, \\ho had a career-best
19 points l\fonday against A&T. and lead the
way with eight off the bench
Lead by junior center Bruce Brown's 19
points on seven for 12 from the floor and
three blocks, the Pirates lead 42-20 at intermission and went awa) with an 86-4"" '"in .
Senior guard De,in Green also had his way
with 18 points and 11 rebounds.
The Bison feel that their ne.x1. three
games, Saturday at Hampton, l\1onday at
Norfolk State and ne.x1 Saturday versus
Delaware State, are must '"ins as the f\.1EAC
Tournament approaches.
In order for that to happen, the Bison
have to make smarter plays, especially when
a team makes a run at them. They have
to rebound consistently. especially against
Hampton, and they \\ill have to find a way
to handle the full court press and when they
have chances at the foul line, the Bison will
have to make them count.
"I think, in the nex1. practices, we have
to focus a lot more on free throw shooting
and concentrate," Greene said.

BY LINDSEY WALTON
Contributing Wtiter

(Additional reporting by
Zachary /\enwo~tliy)

""""-

•

we lost by four or five points. That's real big."
said sophomore fon,ard Stanle~ Greene.
who had nine point... and five rebounds on

Opening Credits: 2005 Lacrosse
Season Begins

Dalsha Hicks was presented with the game ball by Athletic Director Sondra Norrell-Thomas
and Lady Bi son coach Cathy Parson (right) after breaking the 1,000 point barrier last week.
In her senior season, Hicks Is looking forward to a successful MEAC tournament as she and
the Lady Bison take on Hampton University this coming Friday.

'
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The Howard University Women's Lacrosse
team will officially kick-off its 2005 season this
Saturday in a home match against the Marist
College Lady Red Foxes.
For any other program, the loss of a senior
who scored 24 goals in a season, like that of Eva
Okereke, would be devastating. However, the
Lady Bison lacrosse team is feeling more than
positive about the upcoming year.
The Lady Bison are coming off a 2-13 2004
season but only lost two key players from last
year's promising but young team. Head Coach
Melinda Vaughn brought in four freshmen to fill
the missing roster spots and last year's team has
high hope.o;; for the newcc 11ers.
"We have a lot of n1::w freshmen who add
speed and high level playing experience," said
sophomore attacker Dominique Browner.
Browner led the Lady Bison in scoring last
year with 31 goals and added 14 assists to her
stats. Right behind Browner was sophomore
attacker .Meagan Fitzgerald. Fitzgerald sees a
positive future for the Lady Bison lacrosse this
season.
"We're more organized on the field and we
have more field awareness. We should do well
this year," Fitzgerald commented.
\\'ith the dynamic duo of Browner and
Fitzgerald, the Lady Bison should have a one t\.,,o
punch that will cause their opponents to stand
,\JI .... Pllelo
up and take notice.
Dominique Browner led a young Howard
Attacker is not the only field position the lacrosse team in scoring last year with 31
Lady Bison ''ill return strong in 2005. At mid- goals. Along with Megan Fitzgerald up front,
field. the Lad~ Bison '"ill look to junior, three- the Lady Bison should have a formidable 1-2
year starter Brittany J\.1erritt and sophomore punch.
Iram Abdullah. }.ferritt and Abdullah produced
positive, the match-up with Catholic gave way to
24 and 18 goals respectively last season.
This ~ear's captains, senior defender Kelly a 12-5 win on Feb. 19
As a result of the American loss, Coach
Chatman and junior goalkeeper Shatarah
Ramirez belie\e that they can lead the team on Vaughn implemented a different practice style in
a path that v.ill yield significant improvement on preparation for the Lady Red Foxes of !>1arisL
"'\Ve actually had a practice where she
the attitude of last year's squad.
"A lot of it is going to ha\·e to do "ith team [Vaughn] had the offense come together for an
morale and our collective attitude. \\'e've been hour, the defense come together for an hour, and
tI}ing to \\Ork on that mental piece that gives then the two practice together to make indhidyou the edge," commented Ramirez. "I think ual improvements," Abdullah described. "We're
it';; something \\e've been missing the past two working on ~!king more, our quickness to the
years. \\·e·rc basically tJying to light a fire under- ball and tightening-up our set plays," she added.
~farist is a member of the Metro Atlantic
neath us and once we get that .,..re11 be that much
Conference and is coming off a 7-Jo 2004 season
better," sh concluded.
Ramirez split time in the net v.ith senior and a J\.1AAC tournament semi-final appearance.
. taya \\'atkin-. last season, but managed 68 c::aves The Lady Red Foxes are led by 2nd team Patriot
league selections Lauren Serge and senior mida~ainst the competition she faced.
In preparation for the start of the season, fielder Christine Connell Serge and Connell
the ladie" have crimmaged against Catholic and combined for sB goals last season. The Lady
play the Lady Red Foxes at 4 p.m.
American. Although the meeting ,,;th American, Bison
a Patriot League pr~.;ea_<;0n leader, was not so tomorrov.· at Greene Stadium.
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Lady Bison Ready for HIU
BY HEATHER FAISON

rfne Sclioo[ of Comm1111ications Stitaent Cou11ci(
in association ·cvitli <The <Ta{entecf<Tentfi presents...

Contributing Writer

The stands are packed with rowdy fans
bouncing from their seats in a sea of blue and
white school paraphernalia.
A group of guys shout vulgar insults to distract the opposing team and the blaring sounds
of hip-hop singles from the band, provide the
soundtrack. This is not a scene by Duke's
Cameron Crazies; they are the rambunctious and
intimidating fans of Hampton ·University during
the fierce basketball battle of the real HU.
The Lady Bison (9-6 MEAC, 14-10 overall)
will enter this hostile territory Saturday, Feb. 26,
with the intensions of winning the ''Real HU"
title in one ot the nlost heated rivalries in the
MEAC. Han1pton's Lady Pirates (12-3, MEAC 12n overall) lead the series against the Bison 17-6,
winning six of the last seven meetings. The last
time the Lady Bison won against Hampton was
in 2002, at Hatnpton's Convention Center.
At their last meeting, the Lady Bison watched
their victory slip away in the final five minutes as
the defending MEAC championship Lady Pirates
walked away with the HU bragging rights after an
81-72 defeat.
The battle weary Lady Bison terun that walked
off the court dazed on Jan. 24, has sine shaken
off the residut of that loss and is sizing up their
neighbors by the sea for round two.
In the last match-up Hampton center Tiffany
'¥illiams had a double-double, 17 points and 10
rebounds and ran the floor like she was on her
own turf.
Williams' post pla) domination left senior
Lady Bison center Andrea Jones with the stale
taste of revenge when early fouls left her watching
her teammates struggle from the bench. Jones
plans to give Williams a proper showdown on
Saturday.
"She isn't going to score against me; I'm not
going to let her score," Jones said without hesitation.
The Lady Bison were out rebounded 59-44
and since then Assistant Coach Felicia Kempt
has worked with the post players to prevent any
repeats of that gatne.
"[We have worked on] Body posture, and getting low. The biggest thing is if we see the ball
then immediately we have to go after it," she com1nented.
Another weakness that cost the Ladv Bison
key victories, including in the last gam~ versus
Hampton, was below par free throw shooting. The
Bison shot a mere 60 percent from the line while
Hampton clearly won the free throw battle with an
impressive 81 percent.
"We have to focus when we're on the line
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Daisha Hicks and the Bisor will be eager to
win at Hampton for the first time since the
2002 season.

and knock the1n Jown. Free throws win gan1es,"
Assistant coach Andre Bolton said after the loss.
The coaches have also kept a close eye on
Hainpton guard, Rachel Butler. The two-time
rookie of the week recipient scored 15 points
in her solid performance, a potential threat for
Saturday's game that Head Coach Cathy Parson
has recognized.
"They have a great shooter in [Rachel Butler]
and she is someone that I think is going to be a
phenonienal player for then1. I think if we silence
her, keep her quite we will do well against her,"
Parson said.
The vital counterattack that the Bison coaching staff have loaded for Saturday comes from an
unlikely place: the team's bench. The "pressing
tean1", as referred to by Parson, will run the full
court press allowing the starting five more resting
periods and stamina to run the fl::ior.
The Lady Bison's pressure defense has proven
to be a paralyzing tactic against their opponents,
averaging over 20 forced turnovers per game, 31
of which were co1nmitted against Harnpton in
game one.
The team's 1-2 threat, Daisha Hicks and
Brittany James, will also play a major role in setting the tempo for the game and keeping the Lady
Pirates guards at bay.
In this showdown, where pride means everything and the n1ystique overshadows the game,
the Lady Bison do not plan on swallowing their
words of confidence the second time around.
"They took the gan1e from us last tin1e, we're
going to take it this tin1e," Jones said.
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Establishes 2Nn Chapter at
BY CANDACE JONES
Contributing Writer

This past weekend, four Howard University
students strov~ to be "leaders for America and
the global community" when they went to fellow HBCU Florida A&M University (FAMU), and
started the first extended chapter of Endustry
Power Players (EPP).
"For starters, we wanted to choose a school
that had our same ambiance and our drive, but
who needed help getting things off the ground,"
said Endustry Power Players treasurer Kevin
Madden.
EPP is fairly new and even though it just
started about two years ago, it has grown intone
of the most respected collegiate entertainment
networks.
President Ravi Windom, Vice President Dave
McDuffy, Treasurer Kevin Madden and Public
Relations Director Niles "Rockko" Goodwin, all
rented a truck and took the 14-hour drive to
FAMU to expand their flou rishing empire.
The idea of branching out to other schools was
not new to these members. For months they had
talked about making the move that would make
them nationally recognized an1ong those in the
urban college market in entertainment.
The group was then faced with the decision
of where to start. Clark Atlanta University and
FAMU were the top two choices for the extension.
They finally chose FAMU because they noticed
that the campus lacked the organizational skills
off which the entertainment industry thrives.
"We noticed that they had a lot of independent
people doing their ovm thing in the industry, but
we know from e>..'Perience that when those "indies"
form a conglomerate, the job becomes much easier," Madden said.
EPP is composed of record label representatives, usually from the Urban College Market division. Coming together and forming an organization made event planning, 'meet and greet' events
and promotions for the labels less stressful.
"There are a lot of label representatives down
there who don't have any support when it comes
to the really big projects they're faced with sometimes... EPP will give them that support system,"
G-Oodwin said.
The kick-off event for EEP at FAMU was a tal-

Pbulo (our1C"\)
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Howard University's EPP e-board welcomed FAMU's new EPP members this past weeke nd a fter initiating a chapte r on their campus.
ent show where about nine different cities including Chicago, D.C., New York, Atlanta, Los Angeles
and even Waterloo, Iowa were represented by
their state club. D.C. won the competition with a
live go-go band and popular go-go dance moves.
The show, which was held in a sold-out auditorium, was judged by the four Howard University
EPP members who were formally introduced to
the FAMU family on "The Set" (the FAMU version

of The Yard).
Sophomore Amir Windom was appointed the
first president of the EEP FAMU chapter. As the
younger brother of Ravi Windom, current president of Howard University's EPP, he was already
acclimated to EPP protocol and organization.
"The major goal is mainly to create an empire
among the top HBCUs to create more networking opportunities," said EPP member Brandon

ExcLus1vE: Interview with Eva Pigford

Duncanson.
Other schools that the organization will be
expanding to in the future are the University of
Maryland and Clark Atlanta University among
others.
"We all know people interested in the industry
and we go around showing them footage from our
past events, such as the N.E.R.D. event, that was
one of our many successful events," l\.1adden said.

Black History Profile:
Hank Ballard, Midnights

BY JAMMELAH BROUGHTON
BY S HARI LOGAN

Contributing Writer

Contributing Writer

It was no surprise to many

faithful viewers of UPN's tllird
season of "America's Next Top
Model" (ANTM) when Eva
Pigford won the fierce competition that put her and fellow
contestant Yaya Johnson side
by side at the final cut.
As Eva stood alongside
Yaya, her eyes locked on the
judges with a sharp, piercing
stare of determination and confidence.
One could almost see that
deep inside Eva knew the title
was hers. It is safe to say this
golden girl had her game face on,
but it was more tllan looks that
helped Eva win. Throughout
the season, the Los Angeles
native approached every judging session with a smile and lit
up the screen with her glowing
personality.
She took the judges and
Tyra's critirism to revamp her
attitude without loosing what
genuinely made her real. Eva
maintained a realistic approach
to every competition ·and let her
emotions come through when
the stress of competing against
friends came to a head.
No matter what pose she
struck, Eva came close to outshining the oilier contestants.
Although standing 5 feet 7
inches tall, 2 inches shy of the
runway standard, Eva studied
her craft and made herself seem
taller than life in many of her
photos. Her distinctive voice,
tomboyish demeanor and low
cut hairstyle, reminiscent of
a 1920s flapper, added to her
grace and unique presence.
While busy pursuing a modeling career, Eva is also a soph-

I lank

omore communications major
at Clark Atlanta University. She
took time out of her busv schcdule to give the Hilltop a"ti. inside
scoop on her life as a winner of
"ANTM."
.
TH: How does the student
body interact with you and
how has school changed after
your television exposure?
Eva: The student body at
Clark Atlanta University has
been fabulous.
They have been supportive and proud of the fact that
I could represent my college in
a positive way. My last semester was my best, because most
students didn't know that I was
on "ANTM" until mid-season,
so I really concentrated on the
books.
TH: How do you plan on
using your mass communication major to further your
career as a model. Or do you
plan to intertwine both?
Eva: I am already using
what I have learned as a mass
communication major at Clark
Atlanta. I talk to the press cont inually, and my studies have

" -•r"-'Only 19 years
old, L.A.
native and
Clark Atlanta
University
student, Eva
Pigford took
home the title
of America's
Next Top
Model last
season.
0

contributed to my confidence totally supportive. I speak to
in interactions with all sorts of family members everyday.
people. Actually, I believe this
They keep me abreast of
major will help me in whatever what's happening with everyroad life takes me. It's kind of one, and I share what I'm doing
like a staple.
with them.
TH: What do you miss
They are opinionated and
about Los Angeles that you can- outspoken, so they tell me
not get anywhere else?
everything that is on their mind
Eva: l\.ty famil) and really and they always let me know
good Mexican food.
that they are praying for me.
TH: How has your family I know that being grounded
supported you and are tlley the and rooted in my faith, which
reason you maintained such I share with my fam ily, is truly
a down to earth composure the wind beneath my wings
throughout the show?
Eva: My family has been

Ballard and The
Midnights, although relatively
unknown by today's R&B listeners.
were known in the 1950s for their
raunchy lyncs. Musician Cub Koda
e\'en referred to them as the "2 Live
Crew of the 50s."
The song that earned Hank
Ballard and The Midnights that
title was "Work \Vith Me Annie,"
released m 1954 and which contamed the lyrics "Annie. please
don't cheat. (jive me all my meat."
At the time, many religious
leaders cri11c1zed the group and felt
that they were effortlessly fulfilling
the stereotype of the over overt!)
sexual Black man. Nonetheless,
tJ1ey still enjoyed much success on
the radio and in juke joints.

The M1dmghts, ongmally
known as the Royals, included
and was fonned bv I lenry Booth
and Charles Sutton in 1951 Other
members were hannony vocahsts
Lawson Smith and Sonny \Voods,
and guitarist Alonzo Tucker
In an effort to stay on top of the
charts, the ~roup released a stnng
of hits that also focu~ed on the
then very taboo topic of sex such
as "Sexy \Vays." "Annie Had A
Baby," "Annie's Aunt Fanny" and
"Henry's Got Flat Feet"
Although the group contmued
to release songs hke "Tore Up Over
You," "Let Me Hold Your !land"
and "Teardrops," which rose to
No. ~ on the R&B charts in 1958,
they never gamed the s.1me amount
of success th,1t they h.1d rccei\ ed
after "\Vork \Vith Mc Annie" wa~
See MIDNIGHTS, News 86
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Hank Ballard and The Midnights have been referred as the 2
Live Crew of the 1'950s because of their ra unc hy lyrics.
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Fantasia Not so Fantastic:
Album Sales Less Than Other Idols
BY BRITINEY JOHNSON
Hilltop Staff Writer

"I love American Idol, it's so good to
watch talented people get a chance to be
superstars!" said freshman English major
and American Idol fanatic Alesha Hogan.
Fox's latest superstar sensation, N.C.
native Fantasia Barrino emerged from season three of American Idol as a standout
performer, who captivated millions with
her soulful renditions of some of the most
popular songs of all time. Now that the curtains have closed, the songstress who many
considered to be the nlost talented of Idol
contestants has not held her own in the real
music industry.
Barrino's debut album" Free Yourself',
just recently reached platinum; moving
slower up the charts than the efforts of her
fellow idol-recording artists.
In its first week of sales, although
it easily soared to the top, her single "I
Believe"/"Chain of Fools"/"Summertime",
fell greatly below the first week sales of
singles of other Idol stars, selling only
142,000 copies.
Ruben sold 286,000, Kelly sold
236,000 and second runner-up Clay sold
393,000 copies, according to VH1.com.
Millions of viewers watch the show and
text ilie number of their favorite singers,
but when the curtains close, only a small
percentage trek to the stores to buy ilie
albums.
Many argue iliat Fantasia has the most
powe1ful and entertaining voice of all idol
stars, including second runner-ups, Clay
Aiken and Diana DeGarmo, boili of whom
still received recording contracts.
Brandi Veley believes that Fantasia the
most unique of all ilie artists. The junior
health management/ pre-pharmacy major
said," I like Fantasia. I think she sound
really different, and she's so good!"
There are some who believe iliat
aliliough Fantasia may have deserved to
win season three, she does not deserve to
be ranked higher than the other Idol stars.
"I don't like Fantasia," junior Paul Onakoya
said. "I think Ruben fits the American Idol
image more than her, and she and Kelly are
about the same. You can compare Ruben
to Luther Vandross, with his voice, and his
image. That whole teddy bear thing really works for him. But Fantasia, you can't
compare her to anyone. She isn't doing as
well as Ruben," said the computer science
major.
Many viewers felt for Fantasia's story
as a talented young mother trying to provide for her child and working diligently
toward a career in music, and admired
realness she tried to maintain during tlle
show.

Strict Vegetarian Diet Could Be
Harmful to Children
A University of California scientist
announced Monday at a science conference in Washington, D.C. that children
who are raised on a strict vegetarian diet
could suffer physical and mental healili
problems.
Lindsay Allen and oilier professors
at the University of CaJifornia at Davis
studied 544 children in Kenya, where
children are fed almost completely on
staple crops. At the American Association
for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
conference, Allen reported iliat their diet
lacked nutrients essential for ilie growth
of brain and muscle tissue.
Allen said two spoonfuls of meat a
day fed to these children produced an
extreme improvement in ilieir physical
and mental development. Opponents of
Allen's findings criticized that her study
was based on children from a developing
country who have a relatively deprived
diet.

CDC Cautions Possible Global
Outbreak from Bird Flu
On Monday, the chief of tl1e U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and

Peanut Butter Oatmeal
Chocolate Chunk Cookies
1 cup

flour
1 cup rolled oats
1/2 tsp. baking soda
1/2 tsp. CALUMET Baking Powder
1/4 tsp. salt
1/2 cup (1 stick) margarine, softened
1/2 cup peanut butter
1/2 cup granulated sugar •
1/2 cup firn1Jy packed brown sugar
1 egg
1-1/2 tsp. vanilla
6 squares BAKER'S Semi-Sweet Baking Chocolate,
coarsely chopped
MIX flour. oats, baking soda. baking po''der and salt;
set aside.
BEAT margarine, peanut butter and sugars in large bo\\1
with electric 1nixer on n1Cdiun1 speed until light m1d fluffy.
Add egg and vanilla: n1ix well. Gradually add flour mixture,
n1ixing until well blended. Stir in chopped chocolate. Drop by
heaping tablespoonfuls onto ungreased baking sheets.
BAKE at 375°.F for 12 to 13 minutes or until lightly
browned. C-001 one mmute; remove from baking sheets. Coo]
compJeteJy on wire racks.
-w1vw.kraftfoods.com
Although Fantasia is considered one of the most loved idols, her record sells
are lower than past American Idols.

"I liked her more than the oilier idols,
she seemed more real," said junior legal
communications tnajor Marcus Joachim.
"She can sing, but she's not the best to look
at. I think she gives other, more regular
people hope,.. he said.
The highly anticipated fourth season
of American Idol has begun witll hopefuls from across the country vying for
the opportunity to stand beside Fantasia,
Rubin and Kelly as an idol.
Although Fantasia's hit, "Truth Is" is
currently climbing the is charts, and is No.
5 on the Billboard's Hot R&B/ Hip Hop
Singles chart, some fan~ are dissatisfied
with the her promotion as an artist, post

Prevention warned of a global
human flu pandemic stemming
from the bird flu \'irus tllat has
been rampant an1ong birds in
Asia.
Dr. Julie Gerberding said
experts predict the fatal bird
flu strain could mLx with ;\
human flu virus, resulting in
a lethal hybrid that isn't treatable by the existing human
vaccines, the Associated Press
reported. Gerberding spoke
at a national meeting of the
American
Association
for
the Advancement of Science
(AAAS) in \Vashington, D.C.
Over 25 people in Vietnam and
Thailand have died from the H5N1 strain
ofavian flu in the past 18 months. :Millions
of fowl and other birds have been killed
throughout Asia in an attempt to halt the
virus's spread.
kWe are expecting n1ore human cases
over the ne:d few weeks because this is
high season for avian influenza in Asia,"
Gerberding told lhl' AAAS audience.
The U.S. government has ordered
two million doses of vaccine that would
protect people against known st1ains of
avian flu, Gerlicrding said. She said this
would give ''accine makers a head start
in producing the number of treatments
needed to combat a full-blown pandemic, ilie Associated Press reported.

American Idol. '"In ilie beginning she was
promoted a lot, but there's a cycle. They
start looking for another one, then its like,
'oh well'," Veley said.
Another fan, junior biology major
Jennifer Bond, believes that Fantasia is tlle
greatest of all the otl1er idols, .Jnd is actuallv h··ing promoted very well. "I think iliat
she was promoted into the right type of
music that she wanted to do,·· Bond said.
The truth is, Fantasia's reign as
American Idol is almost up. It is now season four and this time, some viewers are
ex-pecting a different type of winner to surface. Bond said, '"I'm looking for a new type
of singer. Not R&B, not anything like the
past singers. hut something really new ...

by ilie Food Standards Agency last week
for containing the illegal Sudan 1 dye,
BBC News Online reported 1'-1onday.
Some stores in Britain have complained that they aren't getting enough
information about which products have
been recalled to help them ren1ove the
food from tht·ir sheh-es, ilie network
said.
The \Vorcestershire sauce contained
a chili powder made by Premier Foods.
It is not completely understood how the
chili powder t'an1e to be made with the
offending dye. A full list of the recalled
products is available on the FSA Web
site at www.food.gov.uk/news/newsarchi,·es/2005/fcb/update.
Rabies Causes Second German
Organ Ri;•cipient Death
A transplant patient in Germany has
died after getting an organ fron1 a donor
who had rabies, the Agence-Francc Presse
(AFP) news service reported Monday.
The ,;ctim was a 70-year-old man
who received a kidne:. from a 26-yearold woman, who supposedly contracted
the disease in India. The 70-year-old
man is the second victim in as many days
to die fron1 having received an organ
from the rabie!> infected donor. Over the
weekend, a woman who ret•eivcd a lung
from the infected donor was the first
victim to die.
A third patient who received both an
infected pancreas and kidney is critically
ill and unlikely to survive, AFP reported.
Contaminated Food Cited by Three other people received organs from
U.K.
the donor, but haven't shown any serious
ill effects, the \\ire service said. The donor
At least 100 1nore food items made in died of a heart attack in December.
Britain - sonl< · exported to Canada and
Rabies, often transmitted to humans
the United States
are being recalled through bites fron1 an infected animal, is
because they contain a Worcestershire usually fatal. A vaccine applied directly
sauce manufactured with a cancer-caus- after a bite may prevent its onset.
ing dye.
The newly identified items including
Compiled By Charlae Washington
soups, sauces and ready-to-eat meals,
Hilltop Staff l<Vriter
were added to a list of 359 others recalled
Source: Yahoo! Ilealth
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UNTITLED
Nobody ever told me that
acting how you feel could be a
deterrent lo others who don't
know how good they have it
I stay laid back, as I act
how I act
I watch oiliers respond
like there is no harm
Give a human an inch and
he'll do you no harm but climb
and climb for a yard more
It's a harsh world, where
relying on others only leads
you to discover that you are
wasting your time and not taking advantage of your n1ind
As I rewind, I smile and
realize that tlle situations I go
tllrough make me wittier
And More fine
So please step my way
and play how I want to play
because
Everyday I grow and Grow
and Blossom...
So when you sec 1ne, step
out of my way
because my knowledge
Is always glowing... and
always growitlg...
and thinking of ways to fly
fly away
I rise like baked bread in
the oven
I Ieating up and almost
blowing
Imagined thoughts that
seemed unreal, but when hit
with positivity
Came a reality still
Roadblocks I caJl them
Set backs like I never
imagined
Until I woke up in an ultimate failiom
That my life is determined
by 1ne and only me
And I ·will keep being me
until it kills me
Cause I'm always growing
and always glowing
and thinking of ways to fly
fly away

-

IL sct>ms like when I take
two stt•ps forward
negativity filled with
traces of black s moke n1askcd
behind pearly white teeth
dressed in a neutral cloak
find me and eventually
grind me and blind me
from who I am and from
who I want to be
I ask tnyself why n1ust
everyone that is real arid true
to the eye
be denied- denied- denied
When you are confident
you are conceded
When you are quiet you
are stuck up
When you are ugly you arc
ignored
\\Then you are different
you are weird
Why must these titles
handicap who we are and who
we want lo be?
Why must we be categorized for how we look, dress,
talk, act, smile, laugh?
The tn1th is
we
shouldn't
we should be e1nbraced
for being a different race
we should be excepted
and not disrespected
we should be encouraged
to not let negativity one day
outgrow us
But I sit laid back and act
as I act
I watch others respond
like there is no harm
Cause I stay glowing and
always growing
and thinking of ways to fly
fly away

Peace+ Love
SHANNON RUSSELL
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Hank Ballard and The Midnights
Songs Rose More Than Complaints
MIDNIGHTS, from L&S 84 simultaneous hits: "Finger-Poppin'
Time," "Let's Go, Let's Go, Let's
Go" and their original version of
released.
Two years later, Ballard "The Twist."
By this time The Midnights,
thought he found a hit with the
up-tempo song "The Twist," but which now included Norman
it never gained popularity. Shortly Thrasher who replaced Woods, and
after the run of this song, Chubby guitarist Cal Green who replaced
Checker appeared on the show Arthur Porter, had broken up and
American Bandstand singing an Ballard was singing solo under the
almost identical version of "The supervision of James Brown. He
Twist," mltl<ing the song and its managed to gain two minor hits
produced by Brown which were
signature dance routine famous.
However, these circumstanc- entitled "How You Gonna Get
es did not deter Ballard and his Respect (If You Haven't Cut Your
group members in any way. In Process Yet?"(1968) and "From
fact, Ballard also wrote a mun- the Love Side" {1972).
Ballard took a break after
ber of dance records such as "The
Hoochie Coochie Coo," "The 1972 but returned in the 80s and
Continental Walk," "The Float" reformed the Midnights fust as
an all female group and then as
and "The Switch-A-Roo."
In the mid 60s they had three an all male group. During this

decade the UK label Charly issued
a compilation, What You Get When
The Gel/in' Gets Good. Shortly
afterward, he recorded a twodisk effort of his performance in
Hammersmith (London), "Hank
Ballard Live At The Palais".
He continued singing up until
the rnid 1990s when he was the
headliner at the Blue Bayou festival held at the Equestrian Center
in Upper Marlboro, Md., where he
put on a spectacular show with a
twelve-piece orchestra.
In J99Q his contributions to
the world of music were recognized and he was inducted into
the Rock n' Roll Hall of Fame.
Ballard died from cancer on March
2, 2003.
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The Hilltop Policy Board is currently
•

Editor-in-·C hief
Business anager
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Applications are available in
the Office of Student Activities,
Blackburn Center Suite 117 or on
our website www.howard.edu/
currentstudents/studentlifeactivities/
•

Applications are due on February 28,
2005 by 5:00 pm.
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ATM/Check Card Please

NBA: Getting Them While They're Young
At last week's All-Star gmne,
NBA commissioner David Stem
has recently proposed adding
an age minimum of 20-yearsold for rookie players seeking to
enter the NBA draft. The proposal would stop players from
entering the league immediately
after graduating high school.
It is similar to the NFL
regulation where players may
not enter the draft until they
are three years removed from
high school graduation. Ironical!} . about
one-third of the players chosen for the \JlStar game entered the
NBA before turning
20.

Our View:
Getting an education is
important and the N BA
should change its rules to
look out f or the best interest
of the younger players.

sounds like
a good idea because
at 18, some argue
that the players need
more time to niaturc
and build their skills.
Furthermore,
getting an education is
important and some might c.1ll
these out-of-high school play,,e ·s crazy for passi11g up a free
Jucation. Ghing an 18 yc;n·old kid millions of dollars, fame
and the freedom lo do what he
wants can somcti1ncs be a bad
idea that can lead to son1e bad
results.
However, players suC'h as
Tracy r.tcGrady, Kevin Gnrnctt,
and LcBron ,James were well
adjusted and they have yet to
It

cause any trouble or contro- them with no caree r or educavers).
tion.
Arguably, there have not
We unders tand that college
been any problems with players just isn't for everybody but we
entering the NBA right out of are disappointed in some player
high school so there should be reactions to the proposed rule.
no reason to make any regula- A lot of players have argued that
tions.
these players are marketable
However, we feel as though and the NBA would not be the
going to college first has always same without them. Here at the
been a good idea. If a player Hilltop, we say that postponing
is talented enough to enter an NBA career for college would
the NBA after graduating high have made these players no less
marketable and they
would have eventually
entered the NBA anyway.
Likewise,_ a lot of
young,
impressionable children look up
to these athletes who
have no education. We
feel as though it just
doesn't send a good
message to young fans
when their role model
does not have any
higher education.
school then they are good
Being that this is an instituenough to get a free education tion of high education we are a
and we can all agree that receiv- bit offended that going to coling a free education is always a lege is looked upon as a secgood thing.
ond option for young basketball
A number of NBA players players who would like play in
who choose to go to college feel the NBA. Even if NBA regulathe same way, getting an educa- tions remain the same, we hope
tion is n1ore important than the that more players would reconmoney and fame Furthermore, sider their options when enterthere have been many play- ing the NBA.
ers who t 1tered the NBA and
weren't as successful, leaving

A few years ago, Visa intro- credit card. They can lose up card companies to simply stop
duced the VIBa Check Card, a to 55 cents in bank fees every charging their merchants so
debit card that worked like a time we use it, forcing some to much money for credit card
credit card and subtracted any requii e a minimum purchase to purchases. It makes sense
transactions from the cust om- make a credit card purchase. It because t he credit card comer's bank account. As a res ult, is really an issue of who is being panies are the only ones really
many people rarely keep cash the most inconvenienced.
making a profit in the entire
with them, instead opting to pay
While we do feel for the situation. Furthermore, estifor everything, including pur- merchant, there has always mates from these companies
chases less than $1, with a cred- been a saying that the custom- , report that credit card payments
it card. Though this
under $5 totaled over
is convenient for the
$13.5 billion las t year.
consumer, merchants
Apparently, this nmnhave been complainber will continue to
ing for years because
grow since the numthey must pay a small
bers have almost trifee every time a cuspled since 2000.
tomer makes a purBasically, we think
chase with a cred it
all three parties need
card, decreasing their
to come to a resolution.
profit margin \.vtth
Maybe consumers can
every purchase.
keep at least $5 in cash
This is a tricky situ-- - - - - - - - - - - - ---\vith them. Perhaps the
ation involving three parties: er comes first. We think it is credit card companies could
the merchant, the consumer, unfair that a store would force come up \vtth an alternate way
and the credit card companies. us to spend more money simply to make purchases that do not
Cash is hard to keep track of, because they do not want to lose require a fee ever:, time a transyou can lose it or spend it \vith- money on a small purchase and action is made. We aren't too
out realizing how much you keeping cash isn't safe. As col- concerned \vith what the final
have spent. Using a bankcard lege students, we can't always decision is, just as long as everyis just more convenient and if afford the extra $8 nor can we one is happy and can make their
you lose it, you can always get afford to lose money because we purchases under $5 without
another one. However, we do are forced to keep some amount being forced to use cash.
sympathize \vtth the merchant of cash 'vith us.
when1 we pay for things like a
We think the most logical
toothbrush or a soda using a resolution would be for credit

Our View:
If we don't have to carry
cash with us we shouldn't
be forced to just because the
stores will lose money.
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A College Perspective from
a First Generation Student
SHENISHE KELLY

As a first generation col-

lcge student, I have to admit
that college has definitely been
a learning and trying experience for me. And as I prepare
for graduate school, it does not
seem like things are going to
get any easier.
It's a new ball game all over
again. But I can still remember my first day of college back
in August of 2001. (And yes, I
am a senior and proud of it. I
earned that right of passage). '
I think my parents were
just as confused and scared as
I was because for them it was
their first college experience...
let me correct myself, their first
HBCU experience, as well.
I would have to say that the
hardest things that I feel I have
had to deal with since being in
school, is feeling a sense of disconnection from my family.
It's like I don't feel I belong
and can't connect with them
on a real level anymore. And
I know all college students go
through the "oh you think you
somebody now because you go
to Howard or whatever school
you go to or went to." It's different than that.
I know all college. students
are under pressure from family, friends and other people
from back home, but it seems
that first generation college
students have like 10 times as
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much pressure.
.
Being the first person to go
to college in your family, cspeciaUy a Black family seems like
vou are aln•ad~· set up for failure. It's kind of like a doublcdedged sword, while everybody
is rooting for you, it also feels
like they are rooting against
you because of course they wish
they had the opportunity to be
in your shoes. And as Black
people we can be envious, and
though we don't do it intentionally, we are good at pushing a
pushing a brother/sister down.
Eventually, I got to a point
where I hated going home
because of the way I was scrutinized and shunned. Sometimes
I even felt that if I heard one
more person in my. family or
from back home say '·You too
good for us now cause you in
college" or "Excuse me, I didn't
go to college so I don't know
this or that." I was going to
drop out of school just to pro,·e
to them that I did not think that
I was better to them.
It was hard because when I
was at school I felt like I didn't
belong and when I went home,
I felt the exact same way. If
only they knew how unhappy
and stressed out I was.
I would cry because I was
so miserable. I even felt guilty
at times for being in college.
I hated to hear my parents
talk about how things were so
hard on them "vith me being in

college or just because that is
how life is or getting the occasional update about how people
who I grew up with had gotten
killed, drop out of school or
gotten pregnant.
I didn't understand why I
was one of the lucky ones. It
just didn't feel right, I had hung
around those same people and
done some of those same things
they did (if not worse), but still
I was able to be in school, and
in a good school, at that It just
didn't seem fair.
But over time and after facing my demons. like all things,
it got easier. I had a candid
discussion with family members and other people that were
making nw feel this way and
after some soul searching, I
realized how I myself was contributing to tliese feelings that I
was having.
So my advice to other first
generation college students,
toughen up and don't give up. It
is hard right now and won't get
easier any time soon because
we are the first, and as the first,
we are crossing boundaries and
moving into new territory.
Just remember two things:
somebody has to be the light,
why not let it be you and here
a quote that I coined and live
by "I \vill never forget my past
because it prepared me for the
present and I always 'vill cherish the present bP,cause it holds
gifts to my future."

UOW COME
WE NEVER
OWNED AtJ
l~LAtJD?

The College Unreality Hill
SHAENA HENRY

Don't Do it, For the Kids
BRITINEY JOHNSON

Would you consider yourself a risk taker? A thrill seeker?
If so, great! Why don't you just
go skydiving, mountain climbing or bungee jumping? Do you
have to have unprotected sex?
Sure, ~lr. or Mrs. Fearless,
You can tell just by looking can't
you? You have been endowed
>vith some powerful sixth sense
that lets you know a persons
sexual health in one quick
glance right? Wrong, you are so
wrong, and I don't mean to be
harsh, but you're also stupid.
As a Black person, you are
more likely to experience racial
profiling, get paid less than
your white counterparts and
now more likely to get infected
and die from HIV/AIDS.
If you are doing anything
'vith your life, going to school,
going to work, going anywhere,

why would you let unprotected but nope, people cant stop and
sex stop your progress? Is it wont stop...killing themselves
that good, I mean is it really and each other. Ok, ok, it's not
that good? If you have to think always that serious, risky sexual
about it, lucky you!
behavior does not always result
You must be having unbe- in an HIV infection; sometimes
lievable life- altering, slap-yo you can get lucky and just get
momma sex that that wouldn't herpes instead.
be as rewarding \vith a conI'm sure some peoplt' think
dom on. So congratulations that compared to HI\'. chlain advance! Because there is a mydia, syphilis, gonorrhea,
great chance that you 'viii be HPV, they're nothing; and
rewarded ... and if not \vi th HIV, although they may be not lifepossibly \vith one of it's fun STD threatening they are still very
cousms.
disgusting.
Why is anyone having
Oh and if you already have
unprotected sex? Really, con- one of these, please don't share,
sidering the mind blo\ving rates that's not very nice. Eew·w.
of HIY infection in the African- Here's a suggestion, share the
American comn1unity, people love, not the diseases. Think he
should be handing out applka- or shc loves you? Caring about
tions requiring proof of sexual your health and saving your life
health and a list of frequent is a fantastic way to show you...
risky behaviors.
and you should show them too.
You would think that abstiYour children \vill thank
nence would be in right now, you.

I

I try to avoid television as
much as possible these days.
Not only because textbooks
don't allow me to watch it, but
because it can be downright
depressing. "The Fabulous Life
of ... " "It's Good t o be... ", "My
Super Sweet Sixteen," they are
all constant reminders of .ny life
as a broke college student.
Just when I think I'm hot
because I got my hair done and
bought a new Express sweater. Nope, Beyonce pays up
to $s,ooo for her weave, and
Britney Spears doesn't even
wear the same underwear more
than once. And you think you're
doing big things by celebrating
your 21" birthday at Dream?
Please. Paris Hilton celebrated
her 21 · in five cities in three different countrh•s. That's right.
Television is only there to shut
you down.
It's really irritating when
I want to relax in front of the
television and all I hear is some-

one complaining about something I want and they have. I'n1
sorry, but after a 19-hour day
of classes, work, meetings and
life-threatening cafeteria food,
the last thing I want to hear
is some girl complaining about
how her mother cancelled her
credit card 'vith an $8,ooo limit.
$8,ooo dollars! I 'vish. That's
housing, a meal plan and a book
voucher.
Don't get it h\.isted. I'm
not the perfect daughter by
any means. My parents 'vill
well inform you that I have my
spoiled brat n1oments. And
whining? I'm n pro, but these
kids take it to another leYel.
And don't call me a hater
either. If you got it like that,
then do you. I'1n just sa)-ing is
broadcasting some of this stuff
really necessary? For example.
m\ favorite on• has got to be
"It's Good to be Oprah Winfrey".
Now, let's think about that for a
minute. The woman makes a billion dollars a year. Do we rt•ally
need to be told why it's good to

be her? I think \\e can figure
that one out for ourselves.
Regardless of how much
these shows make me jealous,
annoyed and sometimes even
mad. I,still find myself intrigued
by the lifestyles of these super
spenders. What is it about that
rich and famous that keeps us so
fascinated? It's not educational,
and it t:ertainly doesn't bring me
any happiness. I guess ifs just
one of life's guilty pleasures.
In the e1~d. it's all about
where you come fron1. Certain
things that may be normal for
one person may not be the norm
for me. Yet, I pity those who will
ne,·er appreciate what they have
and realize how fortunate they
are. lloward is full of future
millionaires that \\i ll be on E!
and \ 111 . and I hope we all do so
\\ith humility.
But I .still think they should
do a show on struggling broke
college studcnts ... and don't even
mention "College Hill."
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Announcements by
campus organizations for
meetings, serninars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 words and
$1 for every additional
five words.
Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a service,
buying or selling
are charged as local
companies with a rate
of $10 for first 20 words
and $2 for every 5 \Vords
thereafter.
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Destiny
Fulfilled
#8
if you don't
know....

Announcements
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Yaa 's African
Hair Braiding
Specializing In:
ndivid11al Braids, ·
inky Twist, Vern

Do you know someo
who is currently
serving our countr
Bo you want us t
send out silent praye.~
to your love
Send his or her nam
to

Braids,. Huma11
Hair & More
907 Euclid St
NW Telephone
(202)387 -4810
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Finally gro\vn
but always sexy!
Happy ls
Birthday Celeste.
Get em girl!
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1998 Nissan
Maxima Fully
loaded: 45k miles
Must sell ASAP
Low Price Call
(832)723-5813
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African Students
Association
presents: Vertigo:
Fashion Show
rronight@
Cramton 7:30pm
Tickets $8 and
$10 After Party@
Club 1919 on 9th
& U Street

where every fr
we will salute and say
silent prayers for our
soldiers.
Today's soldiers:
Howard University

-----·I
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HAIR-SKINS-NAILS
COUP9N GOOD FOR $2.00
OFF
AN\' SERVICE
Offer Not Good With Any
other Service OPEN 7 DAYS

A WEEK

2616 GEORGIA

AVENUE
ACROSS FROM
SCHOOL OF B.
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Forget the former things; do not dwell on the past. See, I am
doing a new thing ... the old is gone, the new has come ...and to
put on the new self ..the LORD brings about something totally
new ...Look, this is something new ...
Isa. 43:18-19, II Corin. 5:17, Eph. 4:24, Numb. 16:30 & Eccl. 1:10

